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Why Projects?
Projects help
make math
relevant,
interesting, and
fun

Projects deepen
the understanding
of key concepts

Projects provide
an opportunity for
craftsmanship and
excellence to be
developed
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All of these resources at
www.highschoolmathprojects.weebly.com
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Sierpinski Triangles
Students use pencil and paper or Geogebra to createa a Sierpinski triangle. Students are then asked to investigate the
patterns that exist in the number of triangles of each side, as well as side length.

Monument Project
Students use similar triangles to measure the height of the Washington Monumnet using two different methods
(shadows and perspectives). Students generate procedures and data sheets, as well as run a trial on a tree outside of
school, before earning the chance to go on the field trip to the mall.

Who Killed Roger Rabbit?

City Project
Students design a city with a certain number of required elements (stores, schools, etc). They must then plot
lines streets constructed by parallel lines, and then make them perpendicular to another set of streets and show the
derivation of the lines being perpendicular. Students construct a story and measure the distance the student has
traveled using the distance formula. Finally, students construct cityscape by creating a perspective drawing.

Code Breaking Project
Students study patterns and inverse operations as they learn different methods to break codes – as well as
compete in a scavenger hunt pitting their code breaking skills against their classmates.

Superhero Transformation Project
Superheroes have many superpowers, but they are limited in how far they can move at
once. Your superhero must abide by the follow limitations on their movement!
Superhero
Must have one
central Point

Cannot repeat same
Reflections
transformation in a row Line of reflection must
be within 5 spaces

Rotations
Within 5 spaces

Translation
less than 5 units
vertically and
horizontally

School of the Future Project
This project takes place during the units covering Area, Perimeter, Surface Area and Volume. In this multistage
project, students develop their school of the future. They generate blueprints – on graph paper or a computer program,
and then calculate the area and volume of theiir schools by programming a Google/Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Finally,
students use Google Sketchup to create a 3D model of their school and produce a video tour of the key features of their
school.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5D8nnv7tpdU

Notes

